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UNIVERSITY COMMUNICATIONS • MISSOULA, MT 59812  •  406 - 243-2522  • FAX: 406 - 243-4520
Feb. 14, 1997
‘LAST LECTURE SERIES’ FEATURES FOUR UM PROFESSORS 
MISSOULA -
Members of The University of Montana—Missoula’s Mortar Board have revived the senior 
honor society's tradition of the Last Lecture Series.
The series will showcase four professors speaking as if it were their last chance to talk to 
humanity. The lectures begin at 7 p.m ., Tuesday and Wednesday, Feb. 18-19, in Room 123 of 
UM ’s Gallagher Business Building. The public is invited to the free lectures. Each lecture will be 
followed by a question and answer period.
"This is a good time for students and faculty to interact in a way they usually don’t get to," 
said Will Wheir, series co-coordinator. "It’s a neat way to experience a professor. They speak 
without the confines of curriculum or classroom."
Biological sciences Professor George Card will kick off the series at 7 p.m. Tuesday, 
discussing the "Mysteries of Life," centering around the questions of whether living organisms on 
Earth are alone in the universe or at home in a universe teeming with life, and how recent 
discoveries will affect our understanding of the nature and the history of life on Earth. At 8 p.m. 
history Professor Harry Fritz will commemorate the Presidents’ Day holiday by talking about the 
philosophy of Abraham Lincoln.
On Wednesday, chemistry Associate Professor Garon Smith will lecture at 7 p.m. on 
"Making Chemistry Profit the Earth." Smith will talk about his observations that, rather than 
working for cleaner air and water by way of tough environmental regulations, society must work 
in concert with industries to obtain those goals. At 8 p.m. psychology Associate Professor Stuart 
Hall will discuss "Brain-Behavior Stories."
m
Contact: Will Wheir, Last Lecture Series coordinator, 721-7257.
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